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Mode Shape Corrections for Wind Load Effects
Yin Zhou1; Ahsan Kareem, M.ASCE2; and Ming Gu, M.ASCE3

Abstract: Traditionally, wind analysis procedures based on the ‘‘gust loading factor’’ approach and experimental techniques inv
the high frequency base balance and the ‘‘stick-type’’ aeroelastic model test have assumed ideal structural mode shapes, i.e., lin
modes and uniform torsional modes. The influence of nonideal mode shapes manifests itself through modifications in the generali
load, the structural displacement, the equivalent static wind load~ESWL!, and the attendant influence function. This has led to t
introduction of several correction procedures, each focusing on an individual feature of the overall response analysis framewo
paper presents a systematic development of correction procedures in terms of correction factors~CFs! to account for nonideal mode
shapes in the formulation of generalized load, analysis of structural response, and the derivation of the ESWL. A parameter
conducted to examine the significance of CFs in estimating various load effects. It is observed that the influence of a nonideal mo
is actually negligible for the displacement response and the base bending moment, but not so for other load effects, e.g., the b
and the generalized wind load. Although the existing procedures are effective in correcting the intended response component, th
not be used indiscriminately for other load effects. This paper also presents a correction procedure for the influence of mode shap
ESWLs, a loading format that is very attractive for implementation in codes and standards and design practice as well as for th
interpretation of wind tunnel measurements.
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Introduction

Throughout the development of current analysis procedures su
as the ‘‘gust loading factor’’~GLF! method~Davenport 1967! and
experimental techniques involving the high frequency base b
ance~HFBB! and the ‘‘stick’’ type aeroelastic model test, idea
structural mode shapes, i.e., linear lateral modes and uniform t
sion modes, have traditionally been assumed. Corresponding
these analysis procedures and experimental techniques work
for structures having exactly that ideal mode shape. Howev
most structures may exhibit a departure from these ideal mo
shapes. Correction procedures are thus needed to consider
influence of nonideal mode shapes on the measured or calcula
load effects. In this context, several correction procedures ha
been developed in the last few decades, each focusing on a
ticular aspect of the overall response analysis framework.

A correction formula for the GLF was given by Vickery~1970!
in which the error for the actual mode shape deviating from
straight line was found to be within 1–3%. A similar observatio
was made by Tamura et al.~1996!. In light of this, the effect of a
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nonlinear mode shape has been excluded in the GLF-based an
sis procedures given in major codes and standards~e.g., AS 1989;
AIJ 1993!. However, as pointed out by Zhou et al.~1999b!, the
traditional GLF is essentially the gust factor for the first mod
displacement. The correction for the GLF in this context on
reflects the effect of mode shape on the displacement respo
which is negligible. However, since the effect of a nonline
mode shape on other response components may not be as sm
that on the displacement, disregarding this effect may lead
unrealistic estimates of the other response components.

Vickery’s finding ~Vickery 1970! was also utilized by several
investigators in the early development of the HFBB techniqu
Tschanz and Davenport~1983! identified a need to correct the
torsional component measured using the HFBB. They sugges
an approximate correction based on the base shear compo
measured by the balance. Kareem~1990! compared the torsional
loads using an HFBB and multiple-point simultaneous press
measurements and highlighted the need for corrections to HF
measurements. The HFBB technique uses the measured
bending or torsional moments on structural models to repres
the generalized wind loads acting on the actual building. As t
approach gained greater acceptance, several mode shape co
tion procedures were proposed regarding the generalized w
load ~e.g., Kareem 1984; Kijewski and Kareem 1998; Ho et a
1999!. Based on experimental data, Tallin and Ellingwood~1985!
suggested a conservative correction factor~CF! of 2/3 for the
generalized torsional moment. Similar values have been s
gested by Holmes~1987! and Xu and Kowk~1993!.

Vickery et al. ~1985! noted that the influence of mode shap
on the base bending moment and the acceleration are diffe
from the influence on the generalized wind load. However,
correction procedure was offered. Recognizing that the gene
ized wind load is arbitrary in magnitude, Boggs and Peter

,
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Fig. 1. Mode shape correction schemes
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~1989! suggested that the mode shape correction should be a
plied to actual quantities rather than the generalized quantitie
They introduced a load correction factor, which is essentially re
lated to the base bending moment. However, because the b
moment factor is not so sensitive to the mode shape, as will
demonstrated in the paper, care must be exercised in using this
to wind load effects other than the base bending moment.

The Australian Standards, AS1170.2~1989!, provides two cor-
rection factors~1.06–0.06b! ~b5exponent of the first mode
shape! and (0.7610.24b) for adjusting the across-wind base
bending moment and the acceleration response, respective
Similarly, the Architectural Institute of Japan standard~AIJ 1993!,
provides (0.7310.27b) as a correction for displacement.

In this paper the effect of nonideal mode shapes is examined
the overall analysis framework for the wind-induced respons
Two formulations for the wind-induced response, one based
arbitrary nonideal mode shapes and the second involving ide
mode shapes, are derived. Through a comparison between th
two formulations, mode shape CFs are evaluated at each step
the overall analysis procedure for a range of wind-induced r
sponse components. A parameter study is carried out to deline
the influence of the mode shape exponent, mass distribution, wi
pressure correlation, and the wind profile on the CFs. The resu
are discussed and compared with those reported in the literatu
Since the CFs presented here are dependent on the response c
ponent of interest, a correction procedure for a wider range
applications is presented in terms of the equivalent static win
load ~ESWL!. For the sake of illustration, the overall scheme o
the correction procedure for generalized load, ESWL, and ass
ciated response in the overall analysis framework is highlighted
Fig. 1.
INEERING MECHANICS / JANUARY 2002
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Analysis of Wind-Induced Response

Arbitrary Nonideal Mode Shapes

In this paper a subscriptX is used to represent the lateral mod
andZ the torsion mode. If not specified particularly, the formula
tion would be applicable to both the lateral and the torsion mode
It is noted that for wind-induced response of most buildings bas
on convenient HFBB, the resonant response in modes higher th
the first is neglected~Reinhold and Kareem 1986!, although for
acceleration response, among others, this assumption may no
very conservative~Kareem 1981!. This paper also assumes tha
there is no modal coupling between the three fundamental str
tural modes. For cases in which modal coupling exists, proble
specific mode shape corrections may be sought. Alternatively,
multaneously measured multiple-point surface pressure
strategically located taps can provide mapping of the pressu
field which can be weighted according to the mode shapes~Ka-
reem 1982a; ASCE 1999!. In situations where the modal coupling
is deemed to amplify the load effects, a multi-degree-of-freedo
aeroelastic model may be the method of choice.

The wind-induced response of a structure in the fundamen
lateral mode is given by

m* j̇~ t !1c* j̇~ t !1k* j~ t !5P* ~ t ! (1)

where j, m* 5*0
Hm(z)w2(z)dz; c* 52zAk* m* , k*

5(2p f 1)2m* , and P* (t)5*0
HP(z,t)w(z)dz5generalized dis-

placement, mass, damping, stiffness, and externally applied w
loading in the first mode, respectively;z5zA1zS , in which z,
zS , and zA5total, structural, and aerodynamic damping ratios
respectively; f 15natural frequency of the first mode;m(z)
5mass distribution, which may be assumed to be linearly distri
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uted for tall structures asm(z)5m0@12l(z/H)# wherel5(m0

2mH)/m0 , the ‘‘mass reduction factor’’~Boggs and Peterka
1989!; m0 andmH5mass per unit height evaluated at the botto
and the top of the building, respectively; and the first structur
mode shape may be approximated byw(z)5c1(z/H)b wherec1

5normalization factor. A similar expression can be written for th
torsional response.

The RMS generalized displacement response in the first mo
is given by

sj5
1

k* S E
0

`

uH~ f !u2SP* ~ f !d f D 1/2

(2)

where uH( f )u25$@12( f / f 1)2#21(2z f / f 1)2%215structural
transfer function; and

SP* ~ f !5E
0

HE
0

H

P~z1!P~z2!Sp~ f !Q~z1 ,z2 , f !

•w~z1!w~z2!dz1dz2 (3)

is the generalized wind load, in whichSp( f )5unit fluctuating
wind force or torque spectrum;P(z)5PH(z/H)g, where PH

5amplitude of the fluctuating wind force evaluated at the build
ing top; g5fluctuating wind profile exponent; andQ(z1 ,z2 , f )
5exp(2CKf/V̄•uz12z2u/H)5coherence of the fluctuating wind
pressures, in whichV̄5reference mean wind velocity andCK

5an exponential decay coefficient.
The wind-induced response is customarily divided into th

resonant and the background components. The former is do
nant in the case of flexible structures and the latter for relative
stiffer structures. Taking the resonant component as an exam
the displacement response in the first mode can be computed

sDR~z!5sjR•w~z!

5
PH

~2p f 1!2Hm0
•

~112b!~212b!

@~212b!2l~112b!#

•AuJ~g,b, f 1!u2
p f 1

4z
Sp~ f 1!S z

H D b

(4)

where uJ(g,b, f )u25*0
H*0

H(z1 /H)g1b(z2 /H)g1bQ(z1 ,z2 , f )
3dz1dz2 is usually referred to as the joint acceptance functio
~Davenport 1967! and the subscriptD denotes the displacemen
response.

Although the wind-induced displacement is an importa
quantity, information concerning other response components, e
the internal forces in individual structural members, are need
for design. The ESWL facilitates convenient assessment of ot
response components. Utilizing the resonant displacement
sponse, the resonant component of the RMS ESWL can be r
resented in terms of the inertial load

sFR~z!5m~z!•~2p f 1!2
•sDR~z!

5
PH~112b!~212b!

H@~212b!2l~112b!#
•AuJ~g,b, f 1!u2

p f 1

4z
Sp~ f 1!

3S 12l
z

H D S z

H D b

(5)

where the subscriptF indicates the ESWL. Note that the distribu
tion of the displacement follows the mode shape, while the ESW
depends on both the mode shape and the mass distributions.

One of the attractive features of the ESWL formulation is th
l
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any desired wind-induced response can be obtained through
simple static analysis by introducing an appropriate influenc
function. In fact, the RMS response due to resonant effects can
given by

s rR5E
0

H

sFR~z!i ~z!dz

5
PHi c•~112b!~212b!

@~212b!2l~112b!#
•

@~21b1b0!2l~11b1b0!#

~21b1b0!•~11b1b0!

3AuJ~g,b, f 1!u2
p f 1

4z
Sp~ f 1! (6)

where the subscriptr refers to an arbitrary response relevant to an
influence function, which is expressed by

i ~z!5 i c~z/H !b0 (7)

wherei c andb0 are both constants. For the base shear force an
base moment in the lateral mode, these coefficients arei c51,
b050, and i c5H, b051, respectively; for the base torque,i c

51, b050; and for the displacement,b05b.
The background response can be derived using the influen

function in a more straightforward manner~Zhou et al. 2000!

s rB5S E
0

`E
0

HE
0

H

P~z1!P~z2!Sp~ f !Q~z1 ,z2 , f !

• i ~z1!i ~z2!dz1dz2d f D 1/2

5PHi c•S E
0

`

Sp~ f !uJ~g,b0 , f !u2d f D 1/2

(8)

Note that the background response given in Eq.~8! includes the
contributions from all the higher modes and coupling amon
modes. The corresponding background ESWL can be deriv
using the ‘‘Load-Response-Correlation’’ approach~Kasperski and
Niemann 1992!. Usually, its distribution is dependent on the re-
sponse of interest and differs from the distribution of the resona
ESWL components~Zhou et al. 2000!.

The resultant peak response can be obtained using an SR
combination rule

r̂ 5 r̄ 1A~gBs rB!21~gRs rR!2 (9)

in which r̂ 5peak resultant response;r̄ 5mean response; andgB

andgR5background and resonant peak factors, respectively.

Simplified Analysis with Ideal Mode Shapes

While the analysis procedures in the preceding section are acc
rate, they can only give meaningful solutions in a limited numbe
of situations. These situations include those where experimen
measurements are available to evaluate the aerodynamic press
distributions and their complementary correlation structure~Ka-
reem 1982b! or where quasi-steady and strip theories are appl
cable for buffeting analysis. However, in engineering applica
tions, such complete information about the aerodynamic loads
not always available.

On the other hand, when a building has an ideal mode shap
i.e., linear lateral mode shape and uniform torsional mode shap
simplified analysis procedures can be derived from the precedi
formulation. For example, considering a linear lateral mode shap
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / JANUARY 2002 / 17
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(b51.0), the PSD of the generalized wind loads can be conv
niently determined by

SP
X
* ~ f !5SMX~ f !/H2 (10)

in which SMX( f )5PSD of the aerodynamic base bending mo
ment. The relationship in Eq.~10! has led to the popularity of the
HFBB technique in which the spectrum of the measured ba
moment on the scaled building model is proportional to the line
mode generalized wind load spectrum on the actual building.

Given the generalized wind load, the wind-induced respon
can be computed. For example, the RMS displacement in
lateral mode is given by

sDX
8 ~z!5

1

~2p f 1!
2E

0

H

m~z!~z/H !
2
dz

•S E
0

`

uH~ f !u
2
•SMX~ f !/H

2
•d f D 1/2

•~z/H ! (11)

where the prime denotes results based on the ideal mode sh
Other wind load effects, such as the ESWL and wind-induc
response, can also be expressed in terms of the aerodynamic
moments. These quantities are given in the Appendix for furth
comparison. It is noteworthy that in the simplified formulation th
displacement increases linearly along the height in the late
mode and uniformly in the torsional mode. The distribution of th
ESWL is a function of the ideal mode shape and the mass dis
butions as shown in Eqs.~28!–~35! of the Appendix.

Mode Shape Corrections

In this section, mode shape corrections for the generalized w
loads, wind-induced response, and the equivalent static w
loads are presented.

Generalized Wind Loads

HFBB tests provide the generalized wind load on structures w
the implicit assumption of an ideal mode shape. For the late
response, when the mode shape of an actual building devia
from a straight line, the following mode shape correction has be
introduced to correct the base bending moment to obtain the g
eralized wind loads~e.g., Xu and Kowk 1994; Kijewski and Ka-
reem 1998!:

fX~b!5
sP

X
* ~b!

sP
X
*8

5
sP

X
* ~b!

sMX /H
(12)

wheresPX*
(b) and sPX*

8 5RMS generalized wind loads for arbi-

trary and ideal mode shapes, respectively. Using Eqs.~3! and
~12!, this CF can be derived

fX~b!5!E
0

`

uJ~g,b, f !u2Sp~ f !d f

E
0

`

uJ~g,1,f !u2Sp~ f !d f

(13)

Utilizing the measured aerodynamic base bending moment
conjunction with the CF for the generalized wind load, the wind
induced response, for example, the displacement in Eq.~4!, can
then be computed by
18 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / JANUARY 2002
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sDX~z!5
1

~2p f 1!2*0
Hm~z!w2~z!dz

•S E
0

`

uH~ f !u2•fX~b!2
•SMX~ f !/H2d f D 1/2

•w~z!

(14)

Similarly, the CF for the generalized wind load in torsion is give
by

fz~b!5!E
0

`

uJ~g,b, f !u2Sp~ f !d f

E
0

`

uJ~g,0,f !u2Sp~ f !d f

(15)

The variation in the CFs for the generalized wind loads i
terms of mode shape exponents and other involved parameter
shown in Fig. 2. As expected, when the mode shape is ideal, i
b51 for lateral mode orb50 for the torsional mode, the CFs
have unit values regardless of other parameters. However, sign
cant corrections are needed when the actual mode shapes de
from this assumption since the CFs for both lateral and torsion
modes are dependent on the mode shape exponents. The CF
insensitive to the wind profile exponent forg50 – 0.35. For two
limiting correlation cases, i.e., full correlation (CK50) and zero
correlation (CK→`), the effect of the correlation on CFs in the

Fig. 2. Mode shape corrections for generalized wind loads:~a! lat-
eral mode@Eq. ~13!# and ~b! torsion mode@Eq. ~15!#
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lateral and torsional modes are within 10% and 15%, respectiv
The CFs are less than unity for the lateral mode whenb.1 and
for the torsion whenb.0. This means a direct use of the me
sured aerodynamic load without mode shape modification w
lead to conservative estimates of wind-induced response. Ba
on experimental data, a CF equal to 2/3~Tallin and Ellingwood
1985! or 0.7 ~Vickery et al. 1985! has been suggested, which
widely used in wind tunnel testing. However, as noted in F
2~b!, this value may not be accurate for a wide range of mo
shapes.

Although the mode shape correction for the generalized w
load has been most widely used in research, some inherent s
comings relevant to this concept still call for special attentio
The first is related to the definition of this correction. The gen
alized wind load is arbitrary in magnitude depending on the n

Fig. 3. Mode shape corrections for resonant response in lateral m
@Eq. ~16!#: ~a! base shear and~b! base bending moment;~c! first
mode displacement
ly.

-
ill
ed

.
e

d
ort-
.

r-
r-

malization factor of the mode shape,c1 , while the base moment
is a unique quantity. Therefore the correction for the generalize
wind load in Eq.~12! is, strictly speaking, arbitrary in magnitude.
This problem can be eliminated by settingc151. However, it
may be sometimes in disagreement with the mode shape norm
ization scheme employed by the end-user. The second shortco
ing concerns the correct use of this CF in wind-induced respon
analysis procedures. As given in Eq.~14!, an actual mode shape,
rather than an ideal mode shape, should be used for the gene
ized mass and the displacement distributions. A misrepresentat
of the mode shape in Eq.~14! and in the follow-up procedure may
significantly impact the final results~Vickery et al. 1985!.

Wind-Induced Response

Following the mode shape correction for the generalized win
load, which is actually the ratio between the actual generalize
wind load and that based on an ideal mode shape, the mode sh
correction for the wind-induced response can be formulated. Th
mode shape correction is addressed separately here for the re
nant and the background components.

Resonant Response
The CF for the resonant response is defined as the ratio betwe
the resonant response of the actual structure and that obtain
using the idealized modes. Referring to Eqs.~6!, ~31!, and ~35!,
the CFs for the lateral and the torsional modes are given by

h rXR5
s rXR

s rXR8

5
~423l!•~112b!~212b!

12@~212b!2l~112b!#

3
~31b0!~21b0!•@~21b1b0!2l~11b1b0!#

~21b1b0!~11b1b0!•@~31b0!2l~21b0!#

3AuJ~g,b, f 1!u2

uJ~g,1,f 1!u2 (16)

h rZR5
s rZR

s rZR8

5
~22l!•~112b!~212b!

2@~212b!2l~112b!#

3
~21b0!~11b0!•@~21b1b0!2l~11b1b0!#

~21b1b0!~11b1b0!•@~21b0!2l~11b0!#

3AuJ~g,b, f 1!u2

uJ~g,0,f 1!u2 (17)

It is noted that the CFs in Eqs.~16! and~17! are dependent not
only on the exponentg, the correlation of the externally applied
aerodynamic loadsQ, and the dynamic characteristics of the
structureb, but also on the response component of interestb0 .
Also, as expected for ideal mode shapes, both CFs are unity
gardless of other parameters. For the lateral mode, employing
full correlation and substitutingb051 in Eq. ~16! will result in
the CF alluded to in Boggs and Peterka~1989! as the load factor.
Obviously, this CF is different from that of the base shear, whic
can be obtained by substitutingb050. Similarly, the displace-
ment CF can be obtained by substitutingb05b.

de
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / JANUARY 2002 / 19
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For the sake of comparison with the findings reported in th
literature, a uniform distribution of mass or mass moment of i
ertia is assumed in the parametric study. The CF for the reson
response in the lateral mode is plotted in Fig. 3. Note that wh
considering the limiting correlation condition, the CF is indepen
dent of the first mode frequencyf 1 . The CF for the base shear
force in Fig. 3~a! varies in the range of 0.75–1.18 forb
50.5– 2.0. Therefore this mode shape correction cannot sim
be neglected. Fig. 3~b! shows the base bending moment CF
which ranges from 0.84 to 1.06. The base moment CF provided
AS1170.2-89 is also shown in Fig. 3~b!, which falls at the average
value of the data for the two limiting correlation conditions. Th
displacement CF is plotted in Fig. 3~c!, which varies in the range
of 0.9–1.1 forb50.5– 2.0. For the along-wind displacement re
sponse, using the decay coefficients given in major codes, t
factor deviates usually within 5% from unity. This reconfirms th
findings of several researchers that the mode shape correction
the GLF is negligible~Vickery 1970; Tamura et al. 1996; Zhou
et al. 1999a!.

The CFs for the resonant torsional response are plotted in F
4. Comparing with the CFs for the lateral mode, the torsional C
are relatively sensitive to all the parameters involved and va
over a wider range. Fig. 4~a! shows the CF for the base torque
(b050). It varies in the range of 0.55–1.07, while most of it i
less than unity. The first mode torsional deflection CF is plotted
Fig. 4~b!, which varies within 1–1.6. This opposite trend is be
lieved to result from the different ESWLs in the preceding tw
formulations. For the torsional mode, this effect is especia
noteworthy.

Fig. 4. Mode shape corrections for resonant response in tors
mode@Eq. ~17!#: ~a! base torque and~b! first mode deflection
20 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / JANUARY 2002
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Background Response
Like the resonant component, the CFs for the background
sponse can be formulated in lateral and torsion modes by utiliz
Eqs.~8!, ~31!, and~35!

h rXB5
s rXB

s rXB8

5
~423l!•~31b0!~21b0!

12•@~31b0!2l~21b0!#

•!E
0

`

uJ~g,b0 , f !u2Sp~ f !d f

E
0

`

uJ~g,1,f !u2Sp~ f !d f

(18)

h rZB5
s rZB

s rZB8

5
~22l!•~21b0!~11b0!

2•@~21b0!2l~11b0!#

•!E
0

`

uJ~g,b0 , f !u2Sp~ f !d f

E
0

`

uJ~g,0,f !u2Sp~ f !d f

(19)

n

Fig. 5. Mode shape corrections for background response:~a! lateral
mode@Eq. ~18!# and ~b! torsion mode@Eq. ~19!#
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Unlike the resonant response CFs, the background response
are independent of the dynamic characteristics of the structu
i.e., independent ofb.

The background response CFs are plotted in Fig. 5. For
lateral mode, ifb051, thenh rXB51. This implies that the back-
ground base moment is equal to the base moment induced by
applied wind forces or can be scaled from the aerodynamic m
ment measured by the HFBB. This confirms the fact that t
background response is quasi-steady in nature. However, the
for other background response components depart from unity
b0 takes values other than unity. This is because the backgrou
response computed by the simplified formulation includes t
contribution only from the fundamental mode, which may som
times be insufficient. Taking the base shear as an example, the
varies between 0.99 and 1.33. This correction is of significan
for some relatively less flexible structures where the backgrou
response is normally predominant.

For the torsional mode, as shown in Fig. 5~b!, the background
base torque is also equal to the aerodynamic base torqueb0

50). However, the CF is always greater than unity for oth
torsional background response components suggesting that
contribution resulting only from the fundamental mode is insuffi
cient and should be used carefully.

Equivalent Static Wind Loads

Since the above mode shape corrections are all dependent onb0

or the response component of interest, it may not be convenien
evaluate the CF for each desired response component in prac
To facilitate the use of CFs in design practice, a correction pr
cedure for the ESWL is developed in this section. The advanta
of the ESWL-based correction procedure is that the ESWL pla
a unique role in design practice. With an accurate ESWL descr
tion, designers can obtain any wind-induced response compon
of interest with a simple static analysis, and no extra mode sha
correction is needed.

Resonant ESWL Component
Comparing Eqs.~30! and ~34! with Eq. ~5! and assuming a uni-
form distribution of mass and mass moment of inertia as impli
in most codes and standards, the ESWL on the actual structure
the lateral and torsion modes can be expressed by

sFXR~z!5hFXRH•sFXR8 ~H !•~z/H !b (20)

sFZR~z!5hFZRH•sFZR8 ~H !•~z/H !b (21)

where sFXR8 (H)5(3/H2)Ap f 1SMX( f 1)/4z and sFZR8 (H)
5(1/H)Ap f 1SMZ( f 1)/4z5resonant ESWL components evalu
ated at the top of the structure in the lateral and torsion mod
respectively, by referring to Eqs.~28!, ~30!, ~32!, and ~34! and
settingl50; and

hFXRH5
sFXR~H !

sFXR8 ~H !
5

~112b!

3
•AuJ~g,b, f 1!u2

uJ~g,1,f 1!u2 (22)

hFZRH5
sFZR~H !

sFZR8 ~H !
5~112b!•AuJ~g,b, f 1!u2

uJ~g,0,f 1!u2 (23)

are the CFs for the resonant ESWL components.
Fig. 6 shows the variation in the CFs for the resonant ESW

components. In the lateral mode, the correction factorhFXRH is
relatively insensitive to wind exponent and correlation param
eters. As shown in Fig. 6~a!, it can be approximated by

hFXRH50.7610.243b (24)
Fs
e,

e
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-

e
Fs
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nd
e
-
CF
e
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r
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-
e
s
-
nt
e

d
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L
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This is the same as the acceleration CF suggested by AS1170
~1989!, which introduces error within 10% for the two limiting
correlation cases forb50.5– 2.0. In Fig. 6~b! the torsion ESWL
correction factor is relatively sensitive to wind parameters an
can be approximated by

hFZRH51.010.73b (25)

This introduces error within 30% for the two limiting correlation
cases.

It is noteworthy that the above CF for the ESWL in the latera
mode can also be interpreted as the CF for the resonant displa
ment and acceleration evaluated at the top of the structure wh
assuming a uniform mass distribution. In fact,hFXRH is consistent
with the CFs used in AIJ-RLB~1993! and AS1170.2~1989! for
the displacement and the acceleration in the across-wind dire
tion. However, the implication of the CF and its potential appli-
cation to other load effects as given in Eq.~20! are not docu-
mented in these codes or their background document
Meanwhile, it is also noted that the ESWL-based correction pro
cedure is very useful to explain the experimental observations
the ‘‘stick-type’’ aeroelastic model test in which a displacement o
an acceleration response is usually measured~Zhou and Kareem
2000!.

Background ESWL Component
The following procedure is introduced for the background ESWL
components

sFXB~z!5
212g

H2 •sMX•S z

H D 2g

(26)

Fig. 6. Mode shape corrections for resonant equivalent static win
load components:~a! lateral mode@Eq. ~22!# and ~b! torsion mode
@Eq. ~23!#
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(27)

in which sMX and sMZ5the RMS aerodynamic base bendin
moment and base torque measured by the HFBB or by ot
means. The first advantage of this procedure is that the w
loading is distributed according to the 2g power law and it usually
provides a reasonable representation of the background resp
component~Zhou et al. 1999b!. The second advantage is that th
background response can be simply obtained from the mean w
response by multiplying a background magnification factor b
cause the wind load follows the distribution of the mean win
load in the lateral mode.

Concluding Remarks

Utilizing the high frequency base balance data, the wind-induc
response of a structure with nonideal mode shapes can be
tained by means of mode shape correction factors~CFs!. These
CFs can be evaluated for different response components of in
est by comparing the response of a structure with a nonideal m
shape to that with an ideal mode~Fig. 1!. A parameter study
shows that the influence of a nonideal mode shape is rather n
ligible for the structural displacement and the base bending m
ment, but not insignificant for other load effects such as the g
eralized wind loads, the base shear, and the acceleration respo
This observation is consistent with comments made by ear
researchers. It is important to emphasize that although the ex
ing correction procedures are effective in their own context, ca
tion must be exercised in utilizing these procedures indiscrim
nately to estimate other load effects. In light of the overa
r
d

se

d
-

d
b-

r-
e

g-
-
-
se.
r
t-
-
-

framework of the wind-induced response analysis, the existi
correction procedures are particular cases of the overall gen
treatment presented in this paper. Among several mode shape
rection schemes, the ESWL-based correction procedure offer
convenient framework for implementation in codes and standa
and for providing correct interpretation of wind tunnel measur
ments. The procedures presented in this paper can be utili
immediately in the application of the HFBB measurements, t
‘‘stick-type’’ aeroelastic model tests, and the GLF approach.
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Appendix: Wind Load Effects in Simplified Proce-
dure

The PSD of the aerodynamic base bending moment in the late
mode can be written as

SMX~ f !5E
0

HE
0

H

P~z1!P~z2!Sp~ f !Q~z1 ,z2 , f !•z1z2dz1dz2

5PH
2 H2

•Sp~ f !•uJ~g,1,f !u2 (28)

Thus the RMS displacement, ESWL, and wind-induced respon
can be computed by
sDX8 ~z!5
12•PH

~2p f 1!2Hm0~423l!AuJ~g,1,f 1!u2
p f 1

4z
Sp~ f 1!1E

0

`

Sp~ f !uJ~g,1,f !u2d fS z

H D (29)

sFX8 ~z!5
12PH

H~423l!
•AuJ~g,1,f 1!u2

p f 1

4z
Sp~ f 1!1E

0

`

Sp~ f !uJ~g,1,f !u2d fS 12l
z

H D S z

H D (30)

s rX8 5
12•PHi c@~31b0!2l~21b0!#

~423l!~31b0!~21b0! AuJ~g,1,f 1!u2
p f 1

4z
Sp~ f 1!1E

0

`

Sp~ f !uJ~g,1,f !u2d f (31)

where the first item under the radical sign is the resonant component and the second is the background component.
For the torsional mode, these expressions are, respectively, given as follows

SMZ~ f !5E
0

HE
0

H

P~z1 , f !P* ~z2 , f !dz1dz25PH
2
•Sp~ f !•uJ~g,0,f !u2 (32)

sDZ8 ~z!5
2PH

~2p f 1!2Hm0•~22l!
•AuJ~g,0,f 1!u2

p f 1

4z
Sp~ f 1!1E

0

`

uJ~g,0,f !u2Sp~ f !d f (33)

sFZ8 ~z!5
2•PH

H~22l!
•AuJ~g,0,f 1!u2

p f 1

4z
Sp~ f 1!1E

0

`

uJ~g,0,f !u2Sp~ f !d fS 12l
z

H D (34)

s rZ8 5
2•PHi c•@~21b0!2l~11b0!#

~22l!~21b0!~11b0!
•AuJ~g,0,f 1!u2

p f 1

4z
Sp~ f 1!1E

0

`

uJ~g,0,f !u2Sp~ f !d f (35)
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It is noted that in the practical application, the aerodynam
moments are directly measured using HFBB and other tools. T
above expressions can correspondingly be rewritten by using
measured moments as the input.
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